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“Summer is here!” and for researchers (as long as your research is not somehow connected to
summer) summer is special time. Most universities are calm and rather empty, sometimes having
summer schools, research teams are off to seek relax or inspiration for further research. When
“Summer is here!” finally, there is plenty of time to read. So, a new issue of EMI may come handy.
In case your research is focused more on employees and human resources, you may find
interesting three papers. First is nice empirical research focused on self-control and the level of
management. It suggests there is positive relation between the level of self-control.
Second paper is classical HR, in this case HR and project management. On the contrary, this
paper is rather theoretically oriented and works with the literature.
Third paper is overview study focused on the values and employee’s identification. Definitely worth
reading, as it is good starting point, so you can read some more research papers from this area. ….
Finally, we have two papers focused more in technical aspects of business and trade. One paper is
developing four model situations – based upon empirical research - of the ICT STARTUPs, the other
one is focused on trading and how to support decision making while using IT/ICT support for predicting
and estimating.
New issue of EMI is here, and I hope you will find it interesting and inspiring, I hope, you will find
time during summer to do some research and finally I hope, the results of you summer research
inspiration will sooner or later be sent to our journal, so other fellow researchers may find it interesting
and inspirational. Have a great time, because “Summer is here!”.
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